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TUTU 
TUTU is a wooden toy representing four trucks in one. 
Transformation from one type to another is done by a 
simple gilding system. It is possible to compile a truck, 
pickup, demolition or �re truck. In demolition and 
�re�ghter trucks you can rotate 360 degrees with their 
upper exchangeable parts. Fire truck can be transformed 
from demolition by changing the demolition ball for 
ladder. These parts are secured with the wooden pin. For 
another taller upper  is used for the truck sliding part and 
the pickup truck is transformed simply by sliding out the 
upper part. 
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#BELTBAG 
Collection of luxury beltbag made of genuine leather 
with metal components gilded with 24 – carat gold. 
Ideal for a party or like a fashion accessory for your out�t.
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SHELVING MODULAR SYSTEM

SIDE SOCKET FOR FOUR GLASS
(CHANGABLE STORAGE)

MODULAR SYSTEM - MIRROR FAUCETS



ENKI
Project Bathroom wall Enki was my �nal work of my 
intership at the Interior design department. It is a design 
of a modular bathroom wall created especially from the 
Technistone material. Properties like absolut non porosi-
ty, easy hygienic cleaning material and long durability, 
predetermine cast stone for use in bathrooms, toilets 
and wellness spa interiors.
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X CHANGE 
PROJECT 
In collaboration with the Fiat company and the Project X 
Change, we were trying to develop ways to change 
diapers in the Fiat 500X car. Our team worked on a 
diaper changing table that �ts perfectly on the back of 
the driver’s seat, so that it becomes very space e�cient 
and comfortable to use, thanks to a system of guiding 
fabric rails and the safety lock technology Fidlock.

In collaboration with Huy Pham, František Velenský, 
Jonáš Stoklasa
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BLOSSOM
Chair assembled from four main pieces inspired by 
natural curves and �owers. Part of chair are join by �ve 
screw-thread. Laser cutting metal sheet is bended to 
ideal shape for your back. Angle 103° ensuring comfort 
sitting. Chrome seats is enjoying part of chair, which you 
can use like a mirror.
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SAKY PAKY
School bag specially designed for pupils from the �rst to 
third class of primary school. This is bag with solid core, 
soft upholstery and waterproof fabric. Also you can �nd 
safety parts like a re�ective stripe, ergonomic shaping 
back and adjustable straps. Outside are two pockets for 
bottle of wather. Fastening is very easy. Velcro fastener is 
great to use for children. Black stripes bringing more 
storage, behind them child can give their jacket or other 
clothes.  Capacity of bag is 15 liter.

100% backpack fabric
with PU reverse coating

stretch stripes

easy fastening

Velcro fastener

re�ective stripe

pocket for bottle
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soft ergonomic shaping

adjustable strikes



14Sketches - shape evolution of the backpack

dimensions
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16SLEEP OVER
Spatial dreaming installation for the Sleep over night 
experimental project - music -VJ - installation, Hraničář 
cinema, Ustí nad Labem
In collaboration with Huy Pham and Erik Bartoš



SKETCHES
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Without templates, Finecolor markers
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